Now where did
that computer
monitor go???

Document organization is a major part in any lean facility’s operations.
Since paper drawings are not disseminated to individuals throughout
the facility, information cannot be misplaced. (Chances are good you
won’t lose a mounted computer). All drawings are organized within one
accessible location in a computer file, not stacks and stacks of filing
units. The documents are managed and controlled by the employees of
your choosing, not the entire corporation.

We must admit, Murphy’s law is inevitable and
what can go wrong, will go wrong, or sometimes
we need to stop a current work order in the
middle to begin a time sensitive order.

The paperless manufacturing environment
allows a quick and easy transition from one job
to another. You can easily stop the work order
you are working on, complete the new order,
and go back to the previous job without
shuffling important plans.

This is an employee favorite. Some parts are very similar
and look alike at first glance. With the monitors, there is
no confusion on which part number is being worked on.
The correct drawing is on the screen and everyone is
working off the same one. The monitor also provides a
more vibrant visual with no color distortion. With projects
that are color sensitive there is no confusion as to whether
the red wire is actually orange as a result of poor printing
resolution.

The table surfaces are free of clutter. Unnecessary
papers are eliminated as the important job
information is displayed on permanent fixtures.

We all care about the environment.
(at least we hope so)
So why not save the trees?

And finally we get to the words that all businesses know and
love… Cost Savings!
It may not always seem like much, but imagine the additional
monies in your pocket if you eliminate the cost of ink and paper
from printing multiple copies of each plan, AND every change to
that plan. Why not eliminate these unnecessary costs?
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